Introduction {#sec1}
============

Enzymes ensure the existence of life by dramatically accelerating the rates of many chemical reactions that, if uncatalyzed, may have virtually insurmountable energy barriers. A mechanistic understanding of the remarkable catalytic efficiency of these biomacromolecular catalysts is crucial in designing drugs to battle many human diseases. Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) that causes AIDS has been in the public eye for almost four decades. Drugs targeting virtually every enzyme of HIV-1 have been designed and further developed into clinical therapeutics,^[@ref1],[@ref2]^ essentially transforming this deadly disease into a chronic condition for many patients. In this regard, inhibition of HIV-1 protease (PR) has played a crucial role in improving lives of many infected people.^[@ref3],[@ref4]^ The design of protease inhibitors is considered as one of the greatest successes of structure-based drug design.^[@ref5]^ Rapid accumulation of drug-resistant mutations and significant side effects, however, thwart the efficacy of protease inhibitors for prolonged use and necessitate the design of new drugs with better properties.^[@ref3],[@ref5]−[@ref7]^

HIV-1 PR catalyzes cleavage of peptide bonds at specific sites in the viral Gag and Gag-Pol polyproteins during the maturation stage of the HIV-1 replication cycle.^[@ref8]^ The PR catalytic mechanism has been studied in depth since the first structures appeared in the literature.^[@ref9]−[@ref11]^ HIV-1 PR belongs to the class of aspartic proteases, and utilizes two co-located aspartic acid residues to mediate peptide bond hydrolysis through an acid-base catalytic mechanism.^[@ref12]^ The active enzyme is a homodimer of two 99-amino acid subunits, each contributing a catalytic aspartate (Asp25 and Asp25′) to form the active site.^[@ref13]^ Solution enzyme kinetics and NMR measurements have established important mechanistic details of the PR catalysis:^[@ref14]−[@ref19]^ (1) the two catalytic aspartates have very different p*K*~a~ values of ∼3.5 ± 0.1 and ∼6.0 ± 0.5, indicating that the catalytic site is monoprotonated; (2) the lytic water activated by the catalytic Asp residues is required for the hydrolysis reaction; (3) a kinetically competent amide hydrate tetrahedral intermediate is formed along the reaction pathway, and (4) the tetrahedral intermediate collapses to the products in a rate-limiting step that involves proton transfer from a catalytic Asp to the nitrogen of the scissile C--N bond. However, atomic details of the PR catalytic mechanism are still being debated and proximity of multiple oxygen atoms in the catalytic site of PR indicates a possibility of multicenter (low-barrier) hydrogen bonds.^[@ref16],[@ref20]−[@ref22]^ Throughout the reaction pathway, three hydrogen (H) atoms within the catalytic site are key players in peptide hydrolysis---two Hs originate on the lytic water and one H on the Asp residues before a substrate binds ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In the tetrahedral intermediate, these H atoms are distributed among six oxygen atoms and over a hundred different combinations (or isomers) can be envisioned. Importantly, the orientation of the lytic water and the exact positions of Hs on the carboxylic side chains of Asp25 and Asp25′ in the reactant (Michaelis) complex, and the tetrahedral intermediate and product structures are not known. Lack of this information has led to a multitude of proposals for the PR catalytic mechanism based on theoretical calculations, NMR measurements, and X-ray crystallography.

![Chemical diagrams of several possible HIV-1 PR catalytic site structures in the mechanism of peptide bond hydrolysis. H atoms involved in the reaction are colored red, possible hydrogen bond interactions are shown as dashed lines. Catalytic site of the substrate-free (and inhibitor-free) form of enzyme is drawn containing a low-barrier hydrogen bond formed between Oδ1 oxygen atoms of the Asp dyad and with H covalently bound to Asp25 Oδ1. Many other arrangements for the H atom positions in the substrate-free form, reactant and tetrahedral intermediate complexes are also possible.](ao0c00835_0001){#fig1}

In principle, the peptide bond hydrolysis reaction can proceed through a *gem*-diol tetrahedral intermediate, an oxyanion tetrahedral intermediate ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), or by a concerted mechanism with no stable intermediates along the reaction pathway.^[@ref13]^ Several earlier molecular modeling studies focused on the PR catalytic mechanism that includes a *gem*-diol tetrahedral intermediate.^[@ref23]−[@ref26]^ Surprisingly, in these calculations the *gem*-diol tetrahedral intermediate was found to be either significantly more (−7 kcal/mol) or less (+12 kcal/mol) stable than the reactants, indicating that chosen models and/or levels of theory were inadequate. Other theoretical studies^[@ref27],[@ref28]^ demonstrated that the reaction could also proceed through a high-energy oxyanion tetrahedral intermediate (+14--18 kcal/mol relative to reactants), in which both Asp25 and Asp25′ were protonated. In this case, proton tunneling for the protonation of the tetrahedral intermediate nitrogen by a catalytic Asp was proposed to accomplish the rate acceleration,^[@ref16]^ in accordance with the inverse primary ^15^N kinetic isotope effect.^[@ref19]^ More recent theoretical calculations considered many possible mechanisms and optimized structures of all 120 possible tetrahedral intermediates using density functional (DFT) and molecular orbital theories.^[@ref29]−[@ref34]^ For example, cluster QM calculations by Garrec *et al*.^[@ref29]^ revealed a *gem*-diol tetrahedral intermediate having an energy of +3.4--4.8 kcal/mol relative to the reactants, whereas the only stable oxyanion tetrahedral intermediate was found to be greatly destabilized (+40 kcal/mol). On the other hand, QM/MM calculations of Krzeminska *et al*.^[@ref31]^ resulted in a much more stable oxyanion tetrahedral intermediate (+8 kcal/mol) that could readily overcome a 2 kcal/mol energy barrier to convert into the *gem*-diol tetrahedral intermediate, which was more stable than the reactants by −3 kcal/mol. These calculations also demonstrated that a metastable zwitterion intermediate on the path from the oxyanion to the products could exist ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), whereas the concerted mechanism with a cyclic transition state would require overcoming a very large, 43.5 kcal/mol, energy barrier. In the most recent study, however, Lawal *et al*.^[@ref34]^ revisited the concerted mechanism and showed that the pathway involving an acyclic transition state was feasible. Previous molecular modeling studies suggest that theoretical reaction energy barriers for the many modeled reaction pathways of the catalytic mechanism are in good agreement (based on the Eyring--Polanyi equation) with the corresponding experimental *k*~cat~ values of ∼1--5 s^--1^ for substrate hydrolysis by PR^[@ref14]−[@ref19]^ at room temperature (RT), even though their specific atomic details are markedly different. Consequently, many different reaction pathways fit experimental measurements equally well, thus dissuading researchers from unequivocally determining the actual HIV-1 PR catalytic mechanism. In addition, based on the theoretically optimized *gem*-diol tetrahedral intermediate structures, one can hypothesize that a protease inhibitor containing the *gem*-diol chemical moiety with two hydroxyl groups should bind tighter to PR compared to the same inhibitor that has the commonly used hydroxyethylene isostere with one hydroxyl group, because the *gem*-diol moiety is capable of making an extra hydrogen bond with the catalytic Asp dyad. In the current study, we make an attempt to directly address these two crucial points pertaining to the PR catalysis and drug design.

X-ray crystallography has been a method of choice in structural biology to obtain accurate three-dimensional structures of biomacromolecules and to link structure to function. A limited number of HIV-1 PR crystal structures in complex with tetrahedral intermediates have been reported, which, nonetheless, indicated that such intermediates can be trapped in the crystal lattice.^[@ref35]−[@ref39]^ It was shown, initially, that nonhydrolyzable tetrahedral intermediates could be generated in the PR active site by a reaction with the lytic water attacking a pseudo-substrate where the amide nitrogen of the scissile peptide bond was replaced with a −CF~2~-- or a keto group.^[@ref35],[@ref36]^ Also, in certain cases, the reactive, amide hydrate, tetrahedral intermediates could be trapped and their structures solved.^[@ref37]−[@ref39]^ Nevertheless, positions of H atoms could not be resolved in these X-ray structures, leaving a significant gap in our understanding of the HIV-1 PR catalysis. The technique capable of accurately determining H atom positions and vizualizing hydrogen bonding in protein structures is neutron crystallography.^[@ref40],[@ref41]^ It permits detection of H (and its heavy isotope deuterium, D) atom locations and, hence, direct determination of the protonation states. Moreover, cold neutrons with wavelengths of ∼2--5 Å used in neutron crystallographic experiments cause no radiation damage to protein crystals so that the diffraction data can be collected under near-physiological conditions (usually at RT), eliminating the need to freeze crystals and to use cryo-protectant chemicals. However, the neutron diffraction data are normally weaker and less complete than the X-ray data. Combination of the X-ray and neutron diffraction data in a joint X-ray/neutron (XN) refinement provides an increased data-to-parameter ratio to produce complete protein structures containing accurate positions of all atoms, where heavy atom positions are mainly defined by the X-ray data and D atom positions are defined by the neutron data.^[@ref42]^

We present here novel atomic details pertinent to the hydrolysis reaction catalyzed by HIV-1 PR. We determined a RT joint XN structure of HIV-1 PR in complex with the nonhydrolyzable ketomethylene hexapeptide inhibitor KVS-1, which is converted *in situ* into a tetrahedral intermediate analogue (KVS-1~TI~)^[@ref43],[@ref44]^ ([Figures [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). We observed both catalytic Asp residues protonated on their Oδ1 oxygen atoms (labelled in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and consistently referred to throughout the manuscript), and one protonated and one deprotonated oxygen on KVS-1~TI~. This rather unexpected result implies that the trapped tetrahedral intermediate moiety is an oxyanion, rather than the *gem*-diol. We support our experimental findings with cluster QM and QM/MM calculations. We also obtained a RT X-ray structure of HIV-1 PR in complex with keto-darunavir (keto-DRV), in which the hydroxyethylene isostere of the clinical inhibitor darunavir (DRV) was oxidized into the ketomethylene moiety. Similar to our joint XN structure, the ketomethylene of keto-DRV was converted to a tetrahedral intermediate analogue to give DRV~TI~ bound in the PR active site cavity. The extent of inhibition of PR by keto-DRV was assessed using isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC).

![(A) Chemical diagram of the non-hydrolyzable hexapeptide KVS-1 and the resulting tetrahedral intermediate KVS-1~TI~. The reactive ketomethylene isostere in KVS-1 and the tetrahedral intermediate moiety in KVS-1~TI~ are colored red. (B) Neutron structure of HIV-1 PR in complex with the oxyanion KVS-1~TI~ (green sticks). The catalytic Asp25 and Asp25′ are shown as yellow sticks. D atoms on Asp25, Asp25′, and KVS-1~TI~ are shown; nonexchangeable H atoms of KVS-1~TI~ are omitted for clarity.](ao0c00835_0002){#fig2}

![Catalytic site in the HIV-1 PR/KVS-1~TI~ complex. (A) 2F~O~-F~C~ electron density map contoured at the 2.5 σ level. Oxygen atoms of the Asp25 and Asp25′ carboxylic groups are labeled as Oδ1 and Oδ2 (B) possible hydrogen bonding interactions between the catalytic Asp dyad and the oxygen atoms of the tetrahedral intermediate. O···O distances are given in Å. Only X-ray diffraction data were used to generate the figure; thus, H and D atoms are omitted to demonstrate that noncovalent interactions cannot be reliably interpreted when locations of H atoms are unknown.](ao0c00835_0003){#fig3}

Results {#sec2}
=======

Neutrons Reveal Hydrated KVS-1 is a Tetrahedral Oxyanion Bound to HIV-1 PR {#sec2.1}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

To obtain the complex with KVS-1~TI~ we chose an HIV-1 PR triple mutant variant (PR~TM~), which contains three substitutions V32I, I47V, and V82I associated with drug resistance ([Table S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c00835/suppl_file/ao0c00835_si_001.pdf)), because of its demonstrated success to afford neutron diffraction quality crystals and because the resistance mutations do not introduce considerable distortions in ligand binding compared to the wild-type enzyme.^[@ref45],[@ref46]^ We collected RT neutron crystallographic data to 2.2 Å resolution from a very small crystal of ∼0.15 mm^3^ in volume. The neutron data were refined jointly with a 1.85 Å resolution RT X-ray dataset to give the joint XN structure of the PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~ complex. The electron density maps calculated from the X-ray data ([Figures [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A, and [S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c00835/suppl_file/ao0c00835_si_001.pdf)) clearly show that the central carbon atom is sp^3^ hybridized, confirming that the ketomethylene moiety of KVS-1 has reacted with a water molecule to give a formal tetrahedral intermediate with two oxygen atoms bound to the central carbon, in agreement with the previous low-temperature X-ray structures of HIV-1 PR in complex with this modified hexapeptide.^[@ref43],[@ref44]^ The electron density for KVS-1~TI~ is strong and well defined ([Figure S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c00835/suppl_file/ao0c00835_si_001.pdf)); thus, we saw no indication of the KVS-1~TI~ static disorder in the PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~ complex, which was previously observed in many PR-ligand structures where the ligand can have two orientations related by a 180° rotation with similar occupancies because of the 2-fold symmetry of the PR dimer. Such static disorder has not been found in our joint XN structures of the deuterated HIV-1 PR.^[@ref45],[@ref46]^ Examination of the O···O distances between the oxygen atoms of the tetrahedral intermediate moiety and the carboxylic groups of the Asp dyad reveals a possibility of six hydrogen bonds with the distances in the range of 2.7--3.1 Å ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). Correct assignment of the hydrogen bonds, however, cannot be made based on the X-ray data, because H atom locations are not seen. Conversely, D atoms are visible within the catalytic site of the PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~ complex in the neutron scattering length density maps (also referred to as nuclear density maps) ([Figures [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A and [S2A](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c00835/suppl_file/ao0c00835_si_001.pdf)); however, for simplicity, we use the standard chemical conventions such as protonation states and hydrogen bonds. There is a clear density identifying three D atoms---one each on Asp25, Asp25′, and a hydroxyl of the tetrahedral intermediate moiety ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A,B). Therefore, according to our joint XN structure, the carboxylic groups of the catalytic Asp dyad are both protonated on their Oδ1 atoms, and, thus, have neutral charges. However, within the tetrahedral intermediate moiety, one oxygen is protonated, whereas the other is not, hence having a −1 charge. This observation unequivocally leads us to conclude that the tetrahedral intermediate moiety is an oxyanion, rather than the *gem*-diol. Importantly, the Asp25 O-D bond is in the carboxylic group plane and is directed toward the protonated tetrahedral intermediate hydroxyl and the Asp25′ side chain, forming a bifurcated hydrogen bond ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C). However, the Asp25′ O-D bond is rotated away from both Asp25 and the protonated tetrahedral intermediate hydroxyl by almost 90° into a small hydrophobic cavity formed by the Thr26′-Gly27′-Ala28′ turn so that it makes no hydrogen bonding interactions ([Figures [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B and [S2B](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c00835/suppl_file/ao0c00835_si_001.pdf)). The protonated tetrahedral intermediate hydroxyl group also makes a hydrogen bond with the Oδ2 atom of Asp25. This hydrogen bonding analysis demonstrates that only three out of six possible hydrogen bonds form within the tetrahedral intermediate moiety and the catalytic Asp dyad. The catalytic water molecule in the unliganded HIV-1 PR structure (PDB code 1LV1) lies within 0.7 Å from the protonated tetrahedral intermediate hydroxyl of KVS-1~TI~ complexed to PR~TM~ ([Figure S3A](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c00835/suppl_file/ao0c00835_si_001.pdf)). Based on these observations, we can now deduce that the protonated tetrahedral intermediate hydroxyl comes from the lytic water molecule and the oxyanion oxygen is from the ketomethylene carbonyl group of KVS-1. Furthermore, the D atom connected to Asp25 is the original proton present within the PR catalytic site before the substrate binds, whereas the D atoms on tetrahedral intermediate hydroxyl and Asp25′ come from the lytic water molecule.

![(A) The catalytic site of the HIV-1 PR/KVS-1~TI~ complex. (B) Catalytic Asp25′, and residues Thr26′, Gly27′, and Ala28′ making a small hydrophobic pocket where D bonded to the Asp25′ carboxylic group is facing. (C) Hydrogen bonds (blue dashed lines with O···D distances in Å, and O-D···O angles in deg.) made between the catalytic Asp dyad and the oxygen atoms of the intermediate. The negatively charged oxygen atom of the oxyanion makes close 2.8--3.2 Å contacts with next carbonyl in the hexapeptide main chain. For panels A and B, 2F~O~-F~C~ neutron scattering length density map at a 2.2 Å resolution is contoured at the 1.5 σ level; the F~O~-F~C~-omit difference neutron scattering length density map is the violet mesh contoured at the 3 σ level, indicating the locations of the three D atoms (dark gray spheres) involved in catalysis (other D atoms are light gray). H atoms of KVS-1~TI~ are omitted for clarity.](ao0c00835_0004){#fig4}

KVS-1~TI~ makes seven additional moderate hydrogen bonds with the main chain amide nitrogens of Asp29, Asp29′, Asp30′, and Gly48′, and with the main chain carbonyls of Gly48, Gly27′, and Gly48′ ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A), with D···O distances of 1.9--2.2 Å, and two weaker hydrogen bonds with Asp29′ and Asp30′ side chain carboxylates. It also interacts with the Gly48 main chain amide nitrogen through a water-mediated contact. The other water-mediated interaction connecting two carbonyl groups of KVS-1~TI~ with the main chain amides of Ile50 and Ile50′ flap residues is rather peculiar ([Figures [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B and [S4](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c00835/suppl_file/ao0c00835_si_001.pdf)). The flap D~2~O water molecule has such an orientation that it forms three hydrogen bonds instead of possible four. The flap D~2~O donates both D atoms to hydrogen bond with two carbonyls of KVS-1~TI~ and accepts a main chain amide D to form a hydrogen bond with Ile50′. The main chain amide of Ile50 is also capable of participating in a hydrogen bond with the flap water, but the D···O distance is elongated (2.6 Å) and the amide makes an acute angle of 80° with the D~2~O plane. The geometry of this contact is, therefore, far outside the normal parameters for a hydrogen bond^[@ref47]^ and this flap is anchored more weakly to the PR active site. Such an unexpected hydrogen bonding network around the flap water molecule has been observed previously in our joint XN structures of wild-type PR and PR~TM~ in complex with clinical drugs amprenavir and DRV^[@ref45],[@ref46]^ and agrees with the assessment based on NMR measurements^[@ref44]^ that found one PR flap more dynamic than the other.

![(A) Hydrogen bonding and water-mediated interactions, shown as blue-dashed lines connecting O or N atoms with D atoms (O···D and N···D), between KVS-1~TI~ and the active site residues in PR~TM~. The N--D···O contact with Gly27 main chain carbonyl is significantly distorted from the ideal hydrogen bond geometry, with the N--D vector being almost perpendicular to the carbonyl plane. (B) Water-mediated interactions with main chain amides of Ile50 and Ile50′. The flap water makes a hydrogen bond with the main chain amide of Ile50′, but not with Ile50 because the O···D distance of 2.6 Å is too long.](ao0c00835_0005){#fig5}

It is instructive to compare the binding of the hydrated KVS-1~TI~ in the PR~TM~ active site cavity to that of the actual amide hydrate tetrahedral intermediates published previously.^[@ref37]−[@ref39]^ Among the four amide hydrate tetrahedral intermediate structures determined at 100 K, three correspond to complexes with the wild type PR (PDB IDs 3B7V, 4FL8, and 5YRS), with two, 4FL8 and 5YRS, having the tetrahedral intermediate peptides disordered over two orientations related by a 180° flip, with 50% occupancy each, and 3B7V having the peptide in one orientation with 60% occupancy. The fourth structure (PDB ID 3B80) is of PR [I54V]{.smallcaps} mutant variant in which the tetrahedral intermediate has one orientation with 60% occupancy. Importantly, the electron density for the peptidic ligand is stronger in the 3B7V structure. Although all the complexes superimpose well, with the root mean square deviation (rmsd) on the main chain atoms of 0.2--0.4 Å, the tetrahedral intermediate moiety in the PR~I54V~-tetrahedral intermediate complex aligns best with that of our joint XN structure of PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~ ([Figure S3B](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c00835/suppl_file/ao0c00835_si_001.pdf)); however, its electron density is rather weak. All non-covalent O···O distances within the PR~I54V~ catalytic site, except for one, are virtually the same compared to those in PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~. In our XN structure, one O···O distance of 2.8 Å is longer than the equivalent one of 2.5 Å in the PR~I54V~ mutant TI complex, and it corresponds to an interaction between the oxyanion oxygen and the Oδ2 of Asp25′. In the PR~WT~/tetrahedral intermediate structure 3B7V, this distance was found to be even shorter, at 2.3 Å, implying protonation of one of the oxygens and suggesting formation of a strong ionic hydrogen bond ([Figure S3C](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c00835/suppl_file/ao0c00835_si_001.pdf)). We would like to emphasize here that hydrogen atoms have not been observed in these low temperature X-ray structures, therefore, the accurate assignment of hydrogen bonds cannot be made.

Low Temperature Narrows the PR~TM~ Substrate-Binding Channel {#sec2.2}
------------------------------------------------------------

To find out if temperature has an effect on the structure of the PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~ complex, we obtained its X-ray structure at 100 K at 1.31 Å resolution. Overall, the room-temperature joint XN structure and the low-temperature X-ray structure superimpose well, with the rmsd on the main chain atoms of 0.3 Å and with the rmsd of 0.1 Å for all atoms of KVS-1~TI~. Closer examination of the PR~TM~ substrate binding channel, however, reveals more significant differences in the relative positions of residues in the two structures. Many residues in the PR~TM~ active site (substrate binding channel) have shifted by 0.3--0.4 Å toward KVS-1~TI~, reducing the distances across the substrate binding channel by at least 0.5--0.6 Å. The most dramatic shift is observed for the 80's loops in PR~TM~, containing residues Thr80--Pro81--Ile82 and Thr80′--Pro81′--Ile82′ that are part of the active site ([Figure S5](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c00835/suppl_file/ao0c00835_si_001.pdf)). The distance between Pro81 and Pro81′ decreases by ∼1 Å in the low temperature structure, which is a significant change based on the estimated coordinate errors for the two structures of 0.05 Å (100 K X-ray structure) and 0.14 Å (room-temperature joint XN structure). Considering the shape of the PR~TM~ substrate-binding channel as a cylinder and taking into account the shifts in residue positions between the room- and low-temperature structures, we estimate that at 100 K the active site volume has shrunk by ∼20--30 Å^3^ compared to its size at RT, which also leads to apparent shorter hydrophobic interactions between KVS-1~TI~ and the side chains of the PR~TM~ residues. Interestingly, the side chain conformations have mostly remained the same in the two structures unlike in the PR~TM~/APV structures reported previously,^[@ref45]^ except for Ile82 whose two alternate conformations visible at low temperature are different from the single conformation observed in the RT joint XN structure.

Oxyanion Charge is Delocalized by Hyperconjugation, but KVS-1~TI~ is Unstable {#sec2.3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

How is the formal negative charge of −1 on the oxyanion tetrahedral intermediate oxygen of KVS-1~TI~ stabilized in the PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~ complex used to determine its structure? To understand how such stabilization can be achieved, we performed cluster QM calculations on a 194-atom model built using atomic coordinates from our joint XN structure (D atoms were replaced with H atoms) and performed NBO analysis of the model to estimate the strength of noncovalent interactions. The distance of 2.8--3.2 Å between the negatively charged oxygen of the tetrahedral intermediate and the carbonyl group of the next peptide bond ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C) suggests a possibility of charge delocalization by means of an n → π\* charge transfer interaction, that is through-space hyperconjugation. Indeed, according to our NBO analysis, two such interactions of the charged tetrahedral intermediate oxygen lone pairs with an antibonding π\* orbital of the carbonyl are present, with the energies of 1.92 and 0.67 kcal/mol, indicating a strong charge delocalization onto the carbonyl π system ([Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A,B). It is evident that the n → π\* interactions occurring within the oxyanion tetrahedral intermediate should have a significant stabilization effect. These n → π\* interactions are possibly enhanced by a strong repulsive electrostatic interaction with the Asp25′ carboxylic Oδ2 oxygen positioned 2.8 Å away from the negatively charged tetrahedral intermediate oxygen. The O···O repulsion, which is unfavorable for the oxyanion stability, however, may still dominate over the hypercojugation, as discussed below. We then shifted the H atom from Asp25′ carboxyl to the deprotonated oxygen of the tetrahedral intermediate to create a *gem*-diol, optimized its geometry, and performed NBO analysis. In our *gem*-diol tetrahedral intermediate Asp25′ Oδ2 now makes a hydrogen bond with the new hydroxyl group of the tetrahedral intermediate, instead of the repulsive interaction with the oxyanion. There is only one n → π\* interaction of 1.52 kcal/mol with the carbonyl group of the next peptide bond in the *gem*-diol tetrahedral intermediate, in agreement with the previously computed *gem*-diol tetrahedral intermediate that had a different juxtaposition of H atoms.^[@ref48]^ This interaction energy in our *gem*-diol tetrahedral intermediate is weaker, as expected, than in our oxyanion tetrahedral intermediate.

![Orbital interactions in the protease catalytic site. (A,B) Two n → π\* interactions occur within KVS-1~TI~ between two lone electron pairs of the negatively charged oxygen and an antibonding π\* orbital of the nearby carbonyl group. (C) An n → σ\* interaction between the protonated tetrahedral intermediate hydroxyl and Asp25′ hydroxyl, signifying a strong hydrogen bond formation.](ao0c00835_0006){#fig6}

To shed light on the Asp25′ Oδ1-H bond rotation away from the tetrahedral intermediate moiety hydroxyl of KVS-1~TI~, we examined the interaction of these two chemical groups. Our cluster QM calculation optimizes the H atom of the Asp25′ Oδ1-H to be in plane with the carboxylic group, resulting in a strong hydrogen bond with the protonated hydroxyl of the tetrahedral intermediate. The strength of this hydrogen bond can be measured by the charge transfer from a tetrahedral intermediate hydroxyl lone pair to the σ\* orbital of the Asp25′ Oδ1-H bond ([Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}C). NBO analysis reveals that this n → σ\* interaction is 26 kcal/mol. By comparison, the n → σ\* interactions of the two tetrahedral intermediate hydroxyl lone pairs with the Asp25 Oδ1-H bond are an order of magnitude weaker at 2.2 and 2.8 kcal/mol. When Asp25′ Oδ1-H was fixed in the geometry observed in the joint XN structure, the n → σ\* interaction was reduced to just 0.1 kcal/mol, indicating that the charge transfer component of the hydrogen bond was essentially abolished.

We then optimized the geometry of the PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~ complex starting from the joint XN structure atomic coordinates using the QM/MM methodology. Unexpectedly, the strong hydrogen bond of Asp25 Oδ1-H with the protonated hydroxyl of the tetrahedral intermediate leads to a spontaneous proton transfer to the tetrahedral intermediate oxygen and the generated water molecule's cleavage off the tetrahedral intermediate moiety. The tetrahedral intermediate carbon atom is rehybridized from sp^3^ to sp^2^ producing a ketone group. Therefore, both reactants, KVS-1 containing the initial ketomethylene isostere and the lytic water molecule, are regenerated during the QM/MM geometry optimization ([Figure S6](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c00835/suppl_file/ao0c00835_si_001.pdf)). This implies that the PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~ complex is metastable with the overall energy higher than that of the reactants.

Keto-DRV Binds to HIV-1 PR~TM~ to Give a Tetrahedral Intermediate Complex {#sec2.4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The clinical inhibitor DRV contains the hydroxyethylene isostere whose hydroxy group forms a hydrogen bond tightly with the catalytic Asp dyad.^[@ref46]^ We oxidized this hydroxyl to give the ketomethylene isostere, as in KVS-1, thus producing keto-DRV ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}A). Keto-DRV was co-crystallized with PR~TM~ and a RT X-ray structure of the complex was obtained at 1.80 Å resolution. In the electron density map, we clearly observed that keto-DRV was converted to DRV~TI~ bound to the catalytic Asp dyad, having the sp^3^-hybridized tetrahedral carbon connected to two oxygens ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B) similar to the structure and binding mode of KVS-1~TI~. One oxygen (O1 on [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}C) has an O···O contact of 2.4 Å with Asp25 Oδ2, which is somewhat shorter than that made by KVS-1~TI~. O1 of DRV~TI~ is presumably protonated as in KVS-1~TI~ and thus makes a strong hydrogen bond with Asp25, whereas all other distances to the Asp dyad carboxylic oxygens are very similar to those in the PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~ complex. As in PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~, the second oxygen of DRV~TI~ (O2 on [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}C) is 2.7 Å away from Asp25′ Oδ2 and, by analogy with the joint XN structure of PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~ is probably an oxyanion. We also superimposed our PR~TM~/DRV~TI~ structure on the previously published neutron structure of the PR~TM~/DRV complex obtained at pH 6.^[@ref46]^ The two structures aligned remarkably well, with the rmsd on main chain atoms of less than 0.1 Å. DRV and DRV~TI~ essentially occupy identical positions in the PR~TM~ active site channels ([Figure S7](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c00835/suppl_file/ao0c00835_si_001.pdf)). Their two matching oxygen atoms have virtually identical contacts with the Asp dyad. The only difference between the ligands is the presence of an extra oxygen in DRV~TI~. In PR~TM~/DRV, the drug's hydroxy group participates in an unusual low-barrier hydrogen bond, with the Asp25′ D atom being equidistant to three oxygen atoms and donates its D to form a bifurcated hydrogen bond with Asp25 Oδ1 and Oδ2. We anticipate that the distribution of H atoms in PR~TM~/DRV~TI~ would be identical to their locations in the joint XN structure of PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~.

![(A) Chemical diagram of clinical inhibitor DRV, its oxidized analogue keto-DRV, and the resulting tetrahedral intermediate DRV~TI~. DRV~TI~ is shown as an oxyanion assuming its protonation state is the same as for KVS-1~TI~. (B) Catalytic site of the PR~TM~/DRV~TI~ complex showing the 2F~O~-F~C~ electron density map contoured at the 2.0 σ level. (C) Possible hydrogen bonding interactions between the Asp dyad and the tetrahedral intermediate moiety of DRV~TI~ are based on the O···O distances given in Å.](ao0c00835_0007){#fig7}

ITC Provides Evidence that Keto-DRV is Inferior to DRV {#sec2.5}
------------------------------------------------------

Because our QM/MM calculations on the PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~ complex demonstrated instability of the oxyanion tetrahedral intermediate, we reasoned that keto-DRV might be a weaker inhibitor of the HIV-1 PR than DRV, if the DRV~TI~ we observed in the RT X-ray structure of PR~TM~/DRV~TI~ is also an oxyanion. Therefore, we performed ITC and enzyme inhibition measurements using wild-type PR (PR~WT~), PR~TM~, and a clinical drug resistant variant PR20 with DRV and keto-DRV. From [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} and [Figures [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} (and [S8](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c00835/suppl_file/ao0c00835_si_001.pdf)), it is apparent that the binding affinity of keto-DRV to the three PR variants is 2--4 orders of magnitude weaker than that of DRV, indicating that the formed PR/DRV~TI~ complexes are markedly less stable than the corresponding PR/DRV complexes. Moreover, affinity of keto-DRV to PR20 could not be determined with ITC, which is in agreement with our failed attempts to grow crystals of this complex. We then determined how well keto-DRV inhibits PR-catalyzed hydrolysis of a substrate ([Figures [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} and [S9](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c00835/suppl_file/ao0c00835_si_001.pdf)). The initial rates and activity plots of substrate hydrolysis by PR~WT~, PR~TM~, and PR20 clearly indicate that keto-DRV is a weaker inhibitor than DRV. To slow the enzyme activity below 20% of the initial values (i.e., when no inhibitor was present) requires 1:2 and 1:20 enzyme-to-keto-DRV molar ratio for PR~WT~ and PR~TM~, respectively, whereas PR20 is not inhibited at all even at a 1:20 molar ratio. In contrast, DRV already fully inhibits PR~TM~ at a 1:1 molar ratio at these concentrations.

![Initial rates for the hydrolysis of the chromogenic substrate catalyzed by the mature PR variants (panels A--D) and binding isotherms for complex formation of keto-DRV with PR~WT~ and PR~TM~ and DRV with PR~TM~ and PR20 (panels E--H).](ao0c00835_0008){#fig8}

###### Comparison of the Binding Affinity of DRV and Keto-DRV to PR~WT~, PR~TM~, and PR20

             *K*~d~, nM PR~WT~   *K*~d~, nM PR~TM~   *K*~d~, nM PR20
  ---------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------------------------
  DRV        0.005^[@ref72]^     11 ± 6.5            62 ± 7
  keto-DRV   79 ± 8.3            710 ± 240           nd[a](#t1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

Not determined because of very weak binding (*K*~d~ ≫ 10 μM).

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

HIV-1 PR is an indispensable viral enzyme that drives the maturation stage of the HIV-1 lifecycle ensuring conversion of immature viral particles into infectious virions. Thus, PR has been considered a crucial target for the design and development of anti-HIV drugs, and its structure and function have been thoroughly studied.^[@ref5],[@ref12]^ As a member of the aspartic protease family of enzymes, HIV-1 PR catalyzes peptide bond cleavage by utilizing a pair of co-located Asp residues, one of which is protonated, and a lytic water molecule that is symmetrically hydrogen bonded to the catalytic Asp dyad in the substrate-free (or inhibitor-free) form of the enzyme.^[@ref13],[@ref16]^ The juxtaposition and interplay of the three H atoms present in the catalytic site of HIV-1 PR throughout the peptide bond hydrolysis reaction determines the actual chemical mechanism of amide bond hydrolysis. Although many reaction pathways have been considered using theoretical calculations,^[@ref23],[@ref24]^ there is no experimental evidence on the exact location and movement of these H atoms within the PR catalytic site along the reaction coordinate because protons are normally not seen in X-ray structures. Consequently, an important unanswered mechanistic question remains: does the peptide bond hydrolysis reaction catalyzed by the HIV-1 PR proceed through a stable *gem*-diol intermediate, a metastable oxyanion intermediate, or possibly an oxyanion transition state? The latter case corresponds to a concerted mechanism with multiple possible pathways, each having no intermediates on the reaction potential energy surface.^[@ref13],[@ref31],[@ref34]^

We approached this question by using neutron diffraction to probe the structure of a tetrahedral intermediate formed by the attack of the lytic water molecule on the carbonyl of the non-hydrolysable ketomethylene isostere of the hexapeptide KVS-1.^[@ref43],[@ref44]^ Neutrons allowed us to directly visualize H atoms (observed as D atoms) in the resulting PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~ complex at RT and accurately determine their exact locations. We observed protonation of only one hydroxy group of the tetrahedral intermediate moiety, whereas the other appears to be deprotonated. Thus, the tetrahedral intermediate moiety is an oxyanion, having an OH group and a negatively charged O^--^, rather than a neutral *gem*-diol with two OH groups. Moreover, both Asp25 and Asp25′ were found to be protonated on the "inner" (Oδ1) atoms, so that the catalytic Asp dyad bears a neutral charge in the complex with a mimic of the anionic tetrahedral intermediate. The doubly protonated catalytic Asp dyad was previously considered in the HIV-1 PR catalytic mechanism calculations, with the reaction proceeding through a metastable oxyanion tetrahedral intermediate^[@ref16],[@ref27],[@ref28],[@ref31]^ or an oxyanion transition state,^[@ref34]^ where the two H atoms were either placed on both "outer" (Oδ2) Asp oxygens, or each positioned on the "inner" and "outer" oxygens. The two possible theoretical structures of the oxyanion tetrahedral intermediate with both Asp25 and Asp25′ protonated on the "inner" oxygens were optimized by Garrec *et al*.^[@ref29]^ using cluster DFT calculations. Both structures were found to be unstable during geometry optimizations, in agreement with our QM/MM calculations on the joint XN structure of PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~.

Interestingly, our results would agree with the concerted acyclic reaction mechanism proposed very recently by Lawal *et al*.,^[@ref34]^ but would disagree with the NMR measurements of kinetic isotope effects done by Kipp *et al*.^[@ref17]^ that are consistent with the formation of a *gem*-diol intermediate, which falls apart into products after a proton is transferred from Asp25′ to the amine of the scissile C--N bond in the rate-limiting step. Also, in the previous X-ray structures containing trapped amide hydrate tetrahedral intermediates, one of the two tetrahedral intermediate hydroxyls made very short interactions of \<2.5 Å with Asp25′, indicative of strong hydrogen bonding and protonation of either of the oxygens, whereas in PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~ the corresponding distance is 2.8 Å and both oxygens are deprotonated. Hence, we note that one should not ignore a possibility that such ketomethylene isostere-containing compounds may not be proper analogues of the tetrahedral intermediate formed in the HIV-1 PR catalyzed hydrolysis of substrates, and caution has to be exercised when using them in mechanistic enzymatic studies.

It is of note that PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~ and PR~TM~/DRV~TI~ complexes containing oxyanion tetrahedral intermediate mimics can be trapped in crystals, and that the PR/KVS-1~TI~ structure could be previously studied in solution with NMR.^[@ref43],[@ref44]^ Solution inhibition studies by Marinier *et al*.^[@ref49]^ indicated that some peptides with the ketomethylene functionality showed a 10-fold increased inhibition of the PR as compared to those having the hydroxyethylene isostere. The fact that we were able to trap KVS-1~TI~ as oxyanion tetrahedral intermediate within the PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~ crystal lattice correlates well with these solution inhibition studies, even though our QM/MM calculations indicate geometry-optimized PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~ reverts to reactants. In the case of keto-DRV, the resulting DRV~TI~ is 2--4 orders of magnitude weaker inhibitor of PR than the unmodified clinical inhibitor DRV. Because the chemical modification of DRV to give keto-DRV only alters the central hydroxyl into a keto-group, the large differences in the binding affinity of DRV and keto-DRV (and by extension of DRV~TI~) may be because of this modification and/or because of the repulsion of the negatively charged oxyanion and Asp25′ carboxylic oxygen. This inference appears to be in excellent agreement with the conclusion of Sayer *et al*.^[@ref50]^ stating that a major contribution to the binding affinities of PR inhibitors like DRV comes from specific hydrogen bonding interactions with the catalytic Asp dyad.

Based on our crystallographic and solution data, it is not unreasonable to suggest that if DRV~TI~ were a *gem*-diol, it would have been a superior inhibitor to DRV because the second OH group of the tetrahedral intermediate moiety would create an additional hydrogen-bonding capability compared to DRV. However, based on our results of weaker PR inhibition by keto-DRV compared to DRV, we estimate that nonpeptidic inhibitors, such as DRV, containing a carbonyl functional group that is converted to the geminal oxyanion, would be inferior to those with a single hydroxyl interacting with the catalytic Asp dyad, as was also demonstrated in the early studies of HIV-1 PR inhibitors having a vicinal di-ketone isostere.^[@ref35]^ Nevertheless, inhibitors containing two hydroxyl groups (or a hydroxyl and an amine group) in the vicinal configuration, potentially adding an extra hydrogen bond to the catalytic Asp residues, might be of interest for future drug design. Our results also highlight the importance of obtaining structural information at near physiological temperatures, especially for the drug-resistant protease complexes with clinical drugs, as was also documented by us previously.^[@ref45]^

Conclusion {#sec4}
==========

By using neutron diffraction, we visualized hydrogen atoms in an enzyme--substrate analogue complex. We demonstrate that the *in situ* generated tetrahedral hydrated form of the keto isostere of the KVS-1 peptide (KVS-1~TI~) bound to the HIV-1 PR~TM~ is an oxyanion, with one oxygen atom protonated (OH) and the other deprotonated (O^--^). Asp25 and Asp25′ were found to be both protonated, and the Asp25′ carboxylic O--H bond is rotated away from Asp25 and the tetrahedral intermediate moiety into a hydrophobic pocket lined up by residues Thr26′-Gly27′-Ala28′. The trapped oxyanion tetrahedral intermediate is stabilized by the oxyanion negative charge delocalization into the π system of the adjacent carbonyl group through strong n → π\* hyperconjugative interactions, even though it is unstable according to our QM/MM geometry optimizations. We also show that keto-DRV, similar to KVS-1, is capable of producing a tetrahedral intermediate DRV~TI~ when bound to HIV-1 PR. However, keto-DRV turned out to be a much weaker inhibitor than DRV. Finally, our observations indicate that novel protease inhibitors may benefit from functionalities capable of making additional hydrogen bonds with the catalytic Asp dyad.

Materials and Methods {#sec5}
=====================

General Information {#sec5.1}
-------------------

Protein purification supplies were purchased from GE Healthcare (Piscataway, New Jersey, USA). Crystallization reagents were purchased from Hampton Research (Aliso Viejo, California, USA). Synthesis of KVS-1 has been described previously.^[@ref43],[@ref44]^ DRV was obtained through the NIH AIDS reagent program. Keto-DRV was custom synthesized from DRV by Nanosyn (Santa Clara, CA).

Protein Expression, Purification, and Crystallization {#sec5.2}
-----------------------------------------------------

The HIV-1 protease (pseudo-wild type) construct bears the stabilizing substitution mutations Q7K, L33I, L63I, C67A, and C95A to restrict autoproteolysis and cysteine-thiol oxidation.^[@ref51]^ The PR~TM~ has additional substitutions V32I, I47V, and V82I associated with drug resistance. Expression and purification from inclusion bodies of wild-type PR, PR~TM~, and extremely drug-resistant clinical isolate PR20 ([Table S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c00835/suppl_file/ao0c00835_si_001.pdf)) using Luria--Bertani were performed in *Escherichia coli* (BL21-DE3) cells as described previously.^[@ref52]−[@ref54]^ To obtain deuterated PR~TM~, the minimal medium made with 99.8% D~2~O and hydrogenous glycerol as the sole carbon source was used, and the deuterated enzyme was isolated, purified, and refolded from inclusion bodies in H~2~O buffers using standard protocols.^[@ref55]^ KVS-1 stock solution \[40 mM in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)\] was mixed with 3.0 mg/mL HIV-1 PR in a molar ratio of 10:1 for crystallization of the complex. For neutron crystallography, crystals were grown in 200 μL drops made by mixing the sample and the reservoir solution (0.1 M MES, 0.9 M NaCl, and pH 6.0) at a 1:1 ratio in a sitting drop setup using a Hampton Research sandwich box setup. A neutron-diffraction quality crystal grew to ∼0.15 mm^3^ in volume and the labile H atoms in the crystal were allowed to exchange with D by the D~2~O vapor for several months before the neutron data collection. The crystal was mounted in a quartz capillary containing the reservoir solution made with 99.97% D~2~O for the neutron diffraction data. Smaller crystals grown under the same reservoir conditions were used for X-ray data collection. Keto-DRV (20 mM stock in DMSO) was mixed with 3.0 mg/mL PR~TM~ in a molar ratio of 5:1. Crystals of the complex were grown in 300 μL drops made by mixing the sample and the reservoir solution (0.1 M MES, 1.0 M NaCl, pH 6.0 in H~2~O) at a 1:1 ratio in the 9-well glass plate/sandwich box sitting drop setup.

X-ray and Neutron Data Collection {#sec5.3}
---------------------------------

RT X-ray crystallographic data for PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~ and PR~TM~/DRV~TI~ crystals were collected on a Rigaku HighFlux HomeLab instrument equipped with a MicroMax-007 HF X-ray generator and Osmic VariMax optics. The diffraction images were obtained using an R-Axis IV++ image plate detector. Diffraction data were integrated and scaled using the HKL3000 software suite indicating no appreciable radiation damage.^[@ref56]^ Low temperature 100 K crystallographic data for PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~ were collected on the 5.0.3 beamline at the Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, USA, and the diffraction data were integrated and scaled using the *mosflm* from CCP4 software suite.^[@ref57]^ The preliminary neutron diffraction data at RT were collected on the IMAGINE^[@ref58]^ instrument located at the High Flux Isotope Reactor (Oak Ridge National Laboratory). The full quasi-Laue neutron diffraction dataset to 2.2 Å resolution was collected at RT from a 0.15 mm^3^ PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~ crystal taken from the same crystallization drop that provided the crystal for room-temperature X-ray data on the LADI-III beamline at the Institut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble, France.^[@ref59]^ Images were collected from three different crystal orientations. At each orientation, the crystal was held stationary at different φ settings for each 24 h exposure. The neutron data were processed using the Daresbury Laboratory LAUE suite program LAUEGEN modified to account for the cylindrical geometry of the detector.^[@ref60],[@ref61]^ The program LSCALE^[@ref62]^ was used to determine the wavelength--normalization curve using the intensities of symmetry-equivalent reflections measured at different wavelengths. No explicit absorption corrections were applied. These data were then merged in SCALA.^[@ref63]^ The summary of experimental data statistics is given in [Table S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c00835/suppl_file/ao0c00835_si_001.pdf).

Joint XN Refinement {#sec5.4}
-------------------

The joint XN structure of the PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~ complex was determined using *nCNS*([@ref42],[@ref64]) and manipulated in *Coot*.^[@ref65]^ After initial rigid-body refinement, several cycles of positional, atomic displacement parameter and occupancy refinement were performed. The structure was checked for the correctness of side-chain conformations, hydrogen bonding, and orientation of D~2~O water molecules, which were built based on the mFo-DFc difference neutron scattering length density maps. The 2mFo-DFc and mFo-DFc neutron scattering length density maps were then examined to determine the correct orientation of hydroxyl groups and protonation states of the enzyme residues. The protonation states of some disordered side chains could not be obtained directly and remained ambiguous. All water molecules were refined as D~2~O. Initially, water oxygen atoms were positioned according to their electron density peaks and then were shifted slightly in accordance with the neutron scattering length density maps. All H atom positions in PR~TM~ and labile H positions in KVS-1~TI~ were modeled as D because of ∼85% deuteration level of the enzyme, and then the occupancies of the D atoms were refined individually within the range of −0.56 to 1.00. Before depositing the neutron structure to the PDB, a script was run that converts a record for the coordinates of a D atom into two records corresponding to an H and a D partially occupying the same site, both with positive partial occupancies that add up to unity.

Low and RT X-ray Refinement {#sec5.5}
---------------------------

The low-temperature X-ray structure of the PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~ complex was solved by molecular replacement using the structure in PDB (PDB ID: 3DCR)^[@ref43]^ as the search model in program *Phaser*, incorporated in *PHENIX*.^[@ref66]^ The Ramachandran statistics for the structures reported here have residues in most favored regions 98.5--99.0% and residues in additional allowed regions 1.5--1.0%. The RT X-ray structure of PR~TM~/DRV~TI~ complex was solved by molecular replacement using the PR~TM~/DRV structure (PDB ID: 5E5J)^[@ref46]^ and refined using SHELX-97.^[@ref67],[@ref68]^ Figures were generated using the PyMol molecular graphics software (Schrödinger LLC, v.2.2.0).

Cluster DFT and NBO Analysis {#sec5.6}
----------------------------

The cluster DFT model was constructed from the atomic positions extracted from our joint XN structure of the PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~ complex. The 194-atom model contained residues Asp25--Ala28, Asp25′--Ala28′, truncated Ile50 and Ile50′, the flap water, and truncated KVS-1~TI~ where all the side chains were reduced to methyl groups. All D atoms were renamed to H. All termini were capped with methyl acetamido groups and the methyl Hs were placed in idealized geometries with the program GaussView 6 from Gaussian (Wallingford, CT). The cluster model geometry was optimized at the M06-2X/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory along with the integral equation formalism variant of the polarizable continuum model (IEFPCM) for water solvation by using Gaussian 16, Revision B software from Gaussian.^[@ref69]^ During geometry optimizations of KVS-1~TI~ model in the oxyanion and *gem*-diol forms, positions of C, N, and O atoms were kept in their joint XN structure coordinates, while positions of H atoms were fully optimized. The optimized structures were subjected to natural bonding orbital analysis to identify the electron donor--acceptor interactions by a second-order perturbative analysis within the integrated Gaussian 16/NBO3.0 program.^[@ref70],[@ref71]^ Orbitals were depicted with GaussView 6.

QM/MM Calculations {#sec5.7}
------------------

The model was constructed using the atomic coordinates from the joint XN structure of the PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~ complex. 50 ps molecular dynamics simulations were first performed to equilibrate the model and the 11,141-atom model for QM/MM calculations was then constructed by retaining a 30 Å sphere of atoms centered around the hydroxyl oxygens of the KVS-1~TI~ inhibitor. Detailed description of these calculations is given in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c00835/suppl_file/ao0c00835_si_001.pdf) and in Table S3.

ITC and Enzyme Activity Measurements {#sec5.8}
------------------------------------

Stock solutions of the clinical inhibitor DRV (100 mM in DMSO) and keto-DRV (25 mM in DMSO) were diluted in a range of 90--150 μM in 5 mM sodium acetate, pH 6, and then adjusted to a final concentration with 50 mM sodium acetate, pH 5. ITC titrations were performed in 50 mM sodium acetate buffer at 28 °C and pH 5 on an ITC200 microcalorimeter (Malvern Instruments Inc., Westborough, MA) using 9--15 μM (as dimer) PR~WT~, PR~TM~ or PR20, and 90--150 μM inhibitor. The PR samples were dialyzed against the ITC buffer in the presence of 0.36--0.6% DMSO prior to the measurements to compensate for the DMSO present in the titrant when diluting DRV or keto-DRV stock solutions. For competitive inhibitors that bind at only one site, dissociation constants (*K*~d~ = 1/*K*~a~) are equivalent to the inhibition constants measured by enzyme kinetics (*K*~i~). Data were processed using the Origin ITC software. Enzyme inhibition assays were carried out in 50 mM sodium acetate buffer (pH 5) at a final concentration of 0.5 μM mature PR either in the absence or presence of DRV or keto-DRV and 380 μM of the chromogenic substrate (Lys-Ala-Arg-Val-Nle-\[4-nitrophenylalanine\]-Glu-Ala-Nle-NH~2~, California Peptide Research, Napa, CA) in a total volume of 120 μL at 28 °C.

PDB Depositions {#sec5.9}
---------------

Coordinates and structure factors have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank with the accession numbers: 6PTP for the RT joint XN structure of PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~, 6KMP for the low-temperature X-ray structure of PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~, and 6PU8 for RT X-ray structure of PR~TM~/DRV~TI~.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge at [https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsomega.0c00835](https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsomega.0c00835?goto=supporting-info).Details of the QM/MM calculations, sequence alignment of PR~WT~, PR~TM~, and PR~20~, crystallographic data collection and refinement statistics, distances (Å) from C(KVS-1) to O(W~cat~) in QM/MM calculations, electron density of KVS-1~TI~, comparison of the joint XN structure with unliganded HIV-1 PR and PR~I54V~/TI, [Figures [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A,B and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B in crossed-eye stereo mode, comparison of the room- and low-temperature structures of the PR~TM~/KVS-1~TI~ complex, catalytic site geometries from QM/MM calculations, comparison of PR~TM~/DRV~TI~ and PR~TM~/DRV complexes, raw ITC plots, and the effect of DRV and keto-DRV on PR variant substrate hydrolysis ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.0c00835/suppl_file/ao0c00835_si_001.pdf))
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